Most of analytical models proposed so far for the IEEE 802.11 distributed coordination function (DCF) focus on saturation performance. In this paper, we develop an analytic model for unsaturation performance evaluation of the IEEE 802.11 DCF with and without slow contention window decrease (SCWD). The model explicitly takes into account the carrier sensing mechanism and an additional backoff interval after successful frame transmission, both of which can be ignored under saturation conditions. Expressions are derived for throughput and delay characteristics by means of the equilibrium point analysis. The accuracy of our model is validated through computer simulation. Numerical results based on the IEEE 802.11b with CCK show that the SCWD can stably achieve approximately 20% performance gain over the normal 802.11 DCF under unsaturation conditions as well as saturation ones.
Introduction
The IEEE 802.11 standard [1] is a world-wide and promising technique for wireless LANs [2] . Two coordination functions are defined in the standard: the mandatory contention-based distributed coordination function (DCF) and the optional contention-free point coordination function (PCF). The core of the IEEE 802.11 DCF is the use of carrier-sense multiple-access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) and the binary exponential backoff (BEB) algorithm. The IEEE 802.11 DCF defines two-way basic access and four-way RTS/CTS handshake procedures. We focus on the basic access procedure, since the analysis of the RTS/CTS procedure is basically equivalent to that of the basic procedure if no fragmentation of a frame occurs and if no hidden/exposed terminal problems are considered [3] .
Outline of IEEE 802.11 DCF
The basic access procedure of the IEEE 802.11 DCF is briefly reviewed. The detailed operation should be referred to [1] , [2] .
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a) E-mail: sakaki@c.oka-pu.ac.jp DOI: 10.1093/ietfec/e88-a. 10.2852 transmission with the carrier sensing mechanism and the contention window (CW) in a distributed manner. A user is required to determine whether the channel is free or occupied by other users before attempting to transmit a new frame, An immediate access of the frame is permitted when the channel is sensed to be idle for the distributed interframe space (DIFS). This corresponds to the immediate first transmission (IFT) mode [4] . Otherwise, the user generates a backoff delay to defer the frame transmission (deferred first transmission (DFT) mode [4] ). The backoff delay k is randomly chosen in [0, w − 1] * * in terms of time-slot, where w is the current CW value. The backoff delay k is decreased at an idle time-slot, and it is frozen when the channel is busy and resumed when the channel turns to be idle for the DIFS. The frame is transmitted when the backoff delay reaches zero. If the destination station successfully receives the frame, it sends back an acknowledgment (ACK) frame following the short inter-frame space (SIFS). After receiving the ACK frame, the user resets the CW value to its minimum. It should be emphasized here that the standard [1] regulates an insertion of an additional backoff delay after the initialization of the CW value in order to assure that transmitted frames from a user are always separated by at least one backoff delay. We denominate this additional delay tailing backoff. Note that an ACK frame has the priority to data frames, since the SIFS is shorter than the DIFS. On the other hand, if the user does not receive an ACK frame, it doubles the CW value up to the predefined maximum and reschedule its retransmission according to the similar backoff procedure.
An illustrative example of frame transmissions is depicted in Fig. 1 , where three users compete for a shared base station. Two successful and one colliding periods are included in Fig. 1 . Note that successful and colliding periods end with an idle duration for the DIFS.
Related Work
In the last decade, a considerable number of studies have been made on performance analysis of the IEEE 802.11 DCF. CSMA/CA throughput was evaluated in [5] with a simple model. The analysis based on finite population model was found in [6] . However, no explicit attention was paid to the BEB algorithm in [5] , [6] . The first and primitive finite population model which explicitly includes the BEB algorithm was proposed by Bianchi [3] , in which only saturation throughput was evaluated. The model takes advantage that every user is saturated with respect to its frame generation, so that we need to consider neither the carrier sensing mechanism nor the tailing backoff. Tailing backoff is merged into the first backoff of the next frame under saturation conditions, since the next frame is always transmitted in the DFT mode to assure the separation by at least one backoff delay. The model can be easily analyzed by means of the equilibrium point analysis (EPA) [7] . Since then, Bianchi's model has been favorably extended and elaborated under saturation conditions. For example, saturation transmission delay was analyzed in [8] - [11] . Thus, unsaturation performance analysis of the IEEE 802.11 DCF with Bianchi's model has been one of challenging issues. One solution can be found in [12] . However, no tailing backoff is taken into consideration in [12] .
Slow Contention Window Decrease
In order to improve performance of the IEEE 802.11 DCF, a number of modifications have been proposed in the literature, for instance, in [13] - [17] . In [13] - [15] the system state such as the number of backlogged users or a copy mechanism of the CW values of other users is employed in updating the CW. These protocols adopt a centralized control policy. On the contrary, Wu et al. [16] and Ni et al. [17] independently proposed a new protocol within a decentralized control policy. We refer to their protocol as the slow CW decrease (SCWD) according to [17] . In the SCWD, a successful user halves its CW rather than initialization. Superiority of the DCF with the SCWD under saturation conditions has been confirmed with Bianchi's model.
Aim of the Present Paper
The aim of the present paper is twofold: 1) to develop an analytical model of the IEEE 802.11 DCF with and without SCWD under unsaturation conditions, by extending Bianchi's model [3] and 2) to formulate delay characteristics of the IEEE 802.11 DCF, so that higher-order moments can be evaluated. For the first aim, we explicitly incorporate both the carrier sensing mechanism, in a different manner from [12] , and the tailing backoff. The release delay [18] is also introduced to the SCWD in order to further control the rate of decreasing the CW after tailing backoff. For the second purpose, the probability generation function (PGF) with respect to transmission delay is formulated.
The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 describes the newly introduced release delay. The system model is described in Sect. 3. Equations satisfied in equilibrium are derived in Sect. 4. Performance analysis with numerical results follows in Sect. 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.
Release Delay Following Tailing Backoff
Let W m = 2 m W 0 be the mth CW value for m ∈ [0, M], where W 0 is the minimum CW value † . Suppose that the updated CW value of a successful user is W m . After tailing backoff expires, the user further holds the new CW value for a time-interval defined by the release delay. The length of the release delay R(W m ) is defined by a positive integer and is determined as a function of the current CW value. Similarly to the backoff delay, the release delay is decreased at an idle time-slot, and it is stopped when the channel is busy and reactivated when the channel is sensed idle again for the DIFS. If the next frame to be transmitted is generated before the release delay expires, the procedure of frame transmission starts with the current CW value W m . When the user encounters the expiration of the release delay with no new frame, it halves the CW value according to the SCWD policy.
System Model
Consider a wireless LAN with N users and a common base † The minimum and the maximum CW values, W 0 and W M , depend on the physical layer specification.
station. In order to make the analysis tractable, we impose some similar assumptions to [3] , [16] , [17] . The capacity of buffer at a user is limited to a single frame, so that no frame can be generated at a user as long as the buffer is occupied. Time intervals are measured in the unit of time-slot. Assume that the length of frame is constant [3] , [16] , [17] . Then, as shown in Fig. 5 in [3] , the lengths of the successful period T s and the colliding period T c are given by
respectively, where t DIFS is the DIFS, t SIFS is the SIFS, t prop is the propagation delay, t PHY and t MAC denote the length of the overhead in the physical layer and that in the MAC layer, respectively, and t ACK is the length of an ACK message. E[paylod * ] is the average length of colliding payloads. We assume that E[paylod * ] is equal to E[paylod] [3] , [16] , [17] , although it may be slightly longer than E[payload].
Let λ be the probability of frame generation per timeslot at a user in the empty stage. A user is said to be saturated if λ = 1, otherwise, unsaturated. Recall that the release/backoff delay is decreased at an idle slot and at the end of successful/colliding period. We denote by τ the equilibrium probability that a user is transmitting a frame at any given instance, which will be formulated in Sect. 4. Assume the independent operations among users [3] , [16] , [17] . Then, the above three events occur with probability
respectively, since frame collisions destroy all the frames involved. From the constant frame length assumption, the average probability that an empty user generates a new frame at its decrement of the tailing backoff or the release delay is given by
In the following, we construct three Markov models for the SCWD with finite/infinite release delay and the legacy 802.11. 
SCWD with Finite Release Delay
Let us first consider the SCWD with finite release delay R m < ∞. By generalizing the model in [16] , [17] , transitions of user states among the empty and backlog stages are shown in Fig [3] . Here, we sample a user state at the end of state transitions, as shown in Fig. 3 . With this sampling timing, a successful user must transit to the ES(m) regardless of the next frame generation. The sojourn time at each user state depends on the state of 
We denote by q and ε the probability that a user finds the channel is idle for the DIFS and the equilibrium probability of frame transmission failure, respectively. The probability q will be expressed as a function of ε in Sect. 
SCWD with Infinite Release Delay
Next, consider the SCWD with infinite release delay R m = ∞, which implies that a successful user holds the updated CW until the next frame will be generated. The eternal sojourn of empty users removes the transition from the ES(m) to the ES(m − 1) with no frame generation in Fig. 2 . The resultant diagram of transitions among the empty and backlog stages is shown in Fig. 7 . In this case, we do not distinguish E(m, k)'s in Fig. 4 , so that we can regenerate them into one user state E(m, 0). Hence, transitions inside the ES(m) for m ∈ [0, M − 1] are shown in Fig. 8 . Transitions inside the BS(m) are given in Fig. 6. 
Normal 802.11 DCF
The corresponding model for the normal 802.11 DCF is presented in Fig. 9 . Every successful user initializes its CW value and returns to the ES(0). Transitions inside the ES(0) are equivalent to the SCWD with infinite release delay, shown in Fig. 8 . We can reuse Fig. 6 for transitions inside the BS(m). It should be emphasized here that our model shown in Fig. 9 slightly differs from that in [12] . According to Fig. 1 in [12] , an unsuccessful user at its first transmission also enters the BS(0) if its first transmission fails. However, this contradicts the standard that every unsuccessful user doubles its CW. Our model rigorously incorporates the doubling process. 
Equations in Equilibrium
In this section, we will derive balance equations, which are satisfied at equilibrium points, for the three models constructed in the previous section; the SCWD with finite/infinite release delay and the normal 802.11 DCF. In equilibrium, an in-flow to each user state is equal to its outflow [7] .
Let 
holds, where R 0 = 1. Note that R m should be fixed by R 1 = R 2 = · · · = R M−1 = 1 for the SCWD with infinite release delay. For the normal 802.11 DCF, we have
SCWD with Finite Release Delay
First, consider the flow balance for the SCWD with finite release delay. As shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , an in-flow to the ES(m) consists of successful users and users whose release delay expired with no new frame. Let x m and y m denote a successful in-flow and an in-flow with no new frame to the ES(m), respectively. Then, from Fig. 2-Fig. 6 we have
Then, the flow balance of user states in the ES(m) for m ∈ [0, M − 1] can be expressed by
Next, consider the flow balance inside the BS(m). Let z m be an in-flow to the BS(m). Users with unsuccessful transmission in the ES(m−1) and the BS(m−1) enter into the BS(m). Also empty users in T(m, k) enter, when they generate a new frame. Empty users with a new frame in E(m, k) flow into the BS(m), when they encounter the busy channel. Then, from Fig. 6 we have
so that the following recursive expressions hold for m ∈ [0, M]:
Finally, from the flow balance Eq. (13) With the aid of the normalization Eq. (7), we can solve the linear equations for given ε, q, and p.
SCWD with Infinite Release Delay
Let us next consider the flow balance for the SCWD with infinite release delay. From Fig. 8 . there is no in-flow to the ES(m) with no new frame, so that y m = 0 in Eq. (12) Similarly to the SCWD with finite release delay, we can solve the linear equations with Eq. (7) for given ε, q, and p.
Normal 802.11 DCF
Let us consider the legacy 802.11 DCF. As shown in Fig. 9 , any successful user enters the ES(0). Thus, Eq. (9) should be replaced by
The flow balance in the ES(0) is given by Eq. (13), Eq. (14), and Eq. (23). For the flow balance of B(m, k), we can reuse Eq. (21) and Eq. (22) with Eq. (18)-Eq. (20) for
Finally, we obtain a system of linear equations with respect to e 0,0 , t 0,k , and b m,k for given ε, q, and p, where the number of unknown variables is
The linear equations with Eq. (8) can be solved for given ε, q, and p.
Ratio of Transmitting Users
From the independent operations assumption among users, in addition to backlogged users with zero-backoff delay, empty users in E(m, k) transmit their frame if they generate a new frame and if they sense that the channel is idle. The ratio of users which transmit a frame is given by
Note that, substitutions of R m 's similar to Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) are required for the SCWD with infinite release delay and the normal 802.11 DCF, respectively. From another point of view, the relation ε = 1 − (1 − τ) N−1 holds from the independent operation assumption [3] , [16] , [17] , since all the frames involved in a collision are to be retransmitted. Thus,
Equating Eq. (25) and Eq. (26), we obtain a non-linear equation with respect to ε for given p and q.
Probability that Channel is Sensed to be Idle
In order for us to proceed on the analysis, we need to evaluate the probability q that an empty user with a new frame encounters the idle channel for the DIFS. Let us focus on a certain empty user which has just generated a new frame. The channel state alternates between idle and busy periods over time according to the frame transmission process operated by the rest of N − 1 users, as shown in Fig. 1 . Let I N−1 and B N−1 denote the average length of idle and busy periods observed by the tagged user, respectively. Then, the probability q can be approximated by
From the independent operation assumption among users, frame transmissions of a user can be subject to the Bernoilli process with probability τ. Hence, I N−1 is evaluated by the average duration of no frame transmission among N − 1 users;
where τ is given by Eq. (26). Define P N−1 as the conditional probability that one frame is transmitted, given that some are transmitted among N − 1 users [19] . 
which provides the average length of busy periods as
where T s and T c are the length of successful and colliding periods, given by Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), respectively. Here, q is expressed as a function of τ or equivalently ε. To this end, combination of Eq. (25)-Eq. (27) provides a non-linear equation with respect to ε for given p, whose roots are the equilibrium probabilities of transmission failure.
Performance Analysis and Numerical Results
In this section, we will formulate the unsaturation performance of the IEEE 802.11 DCF with and without the SCWD in terms of throughput and delay characteristics. The derived expressions are examined through a numerical example with the values of parameters presented in Table 1 . These values are chosen based on the IEEE 802.11b standard with complementary code keying (CCK) physical layer specification [1] . We consider four cases:
• SCWD with finite release delay R m = 1,
• SCWD with finite release delay R m = W m ,
• SCWD with infinite release delay, • normal 802.11 DCF.
In order to verify the accuracy of the EPA, the results obtained from computer simulations executed during 10 7 timeslots are also shown in the following graphs. 
Probability of Transmission Failure
As addressed in Appendix, there exists at least one root ε in the range of (0, 1) for the non-linear equation obtained from Eq. (25)-Eq. (27). In the case that there exist two or more roots, we take the largest ε according to the policy of the EPA [7] , since it provides a lower bound on throughput. Numerical results for the probability of transmission failure ε are given in Fig. 10 . The theoretical results coincide with those obtained from computer simulation, so that the approximation introduced by the EPA is validated. The SCWD exhibits smaller ε, compared to the normal 802.11 DCF. In particular, the use of longer release delay further reduces the probability of transmission failure. Therefore, the introduction of the release delay can favorably facilitate collision resolutions.
Throughput
We define throughput S as the fraction of time in which the channel is successfully utilized to transmit payload bits. We can compute S in a similar manner to the derivation of q. Let I N and P N be the average length of an idle period generated by N users and the conditional probability that one frametransmission occurs, given that some are transmitted among N users, respectively. Here, I N and P N can be calculated by 
Then, throughput S can be expressed by
which agrees with Eq. (13) in [3] . Numerical results for S are presented in Fig. 11 . The existence of a critical value of λ can be observed from Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 . For our numerical examples, the critical value is λ 0 ≈ 10 −4 . For λ > λ 0 , throughput converges to the saturation throughput. Throughput of the SCWD is improved due to the improvement of the probability of transmission failure ε. The SCWD can stably achieve approximately 20% larger throughput than the normal 802.11 DCF for λ > λ 0 . An additional introduction of the release delay yields little improvement on the throughput.
Delay Characteristics
We define transmission delay D as the time interval from frame generation to the end of its successful transmission. Note that we measure D in the unit of time-slot. It is clear that D ≥ T s . In the following, we derive the probability generating function (PGF) with respect to D.
First, consider the time elapsed at each backoff step. A user in the BS(m) decreases its backoff delay when it encounters an idle time-slot, when a successful period ends (T s ), or when a colliding period expires (T c ). The probabilities for these events are given by Eq. (3)-Eq. (5), respectively. Hence, the PGF with respect to the time elapsed at each backoff step is given by
Recall that an in-flow to the BS(m) is randomly spread among W m user states. Then, we can obtain the PGF with respect to the time in the BS(m) before a backlogged user enters B(m, 0) and it starts a frame (re)transmission;
Next, let ψ m (z) be the conditional PGF with respect to D, given that a frame is generated at an empty user in the 
with probability 1 − ε. On the other hand, the user moves to the BS(m + 1) on an unsuccessful frame transmission. This consumes the time interval T c and occurs with probability ε. Note that the BS(m) is skipped. After the backoff delay represented by α m+1 (z) is inserted, the frame is retransmitted. Since the procedure continues until the frame transmission succeeds and the backoff delay is determined in an independent manner of m, ψ Using the equilibrium ratio of users in each user state, we can evaluate the probability that a new frame is generated at a user in the ES(m) by
Finally, averaging ψ m (z) on m, we can reach the PGF with respect to D;
Note that, in the normal 802.11 DCF, every frame is generated at a user in the ES(0). Hence, the PGF for the normal 802.11 DCF is simply given by Ψ(z) = ψ 0 (z) [20] . The average transmission delay is given by evaluating the first derivative of the PGF at z = 1;
Numerical results for µ are shown in Fig. 12 . The equivalent tendencies to Fig. 11 can be observed in Fig. 12 . The SCWD can improves the average transmission delay up to 15% relative to the normal 802.11 DCF.
As an example of higher-order moments, we evaluate the coefficient of variation of D, which is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation to the average [21] :
We can compare the spread of two random variables with unequal average by means of the coefficient of variation. In this context, we can utilize ρ to measure the fairness of protocols in equilibrium. The protocol is perceived to be fairer than others, if its coefficient of variation of transmission delay is smaller, since transmission delay is less fluctuated. Numerical results of ρ are indicated in Fig. 13 . Similarly to other performance measures, the use of the SCWD can improve the coefficient of variation of D by approximately 20% for λ > λ 0 ≈ 10 −4 , compared to the normal 802.11 DCF. Note that we can observe discrepancies between our theory and simulation for λ < λ 0 . The EPA approximates performances by degenerating the distribution of system states into the impulse function at an equilibrium point [7] . Thus, it is known that there may exist possibilities for high-order statistics not to be sufficiently accurate.
From the above discussions, we can conclude that the SCWD can achieve approximately 20% performance gain over the normal 802.11 DCF under unsaturation conditions as well as saturation conditions, if the frame generation probability λ exceeds some critical value. In particular, the incorporation of infinite release delay exhibits the best performance. However, in the SCWD with infinite release delay, a successful user should keep the CW value until the next frame is generated. This implies that once a user increases the CW value, the possibility of decreasing the CW is considerably small. Thus, the SCWD with finite release delay R m = W m is suitable from the view point of implementation, since it assures that the CW value may be reduced within a finite time.
Conclusion
Performance of the IEEE 802.11 DCF with and without slow contention window decrease (SCWD) has been analyzed under unsaturation conditions. Based on Bianchi's model, we have developed the system model, taking into account both the carrier sensing mechanism and the tailing backoff after successful transmission. The release delay has been additionally introduced to further control the rate of decreasing the CW value. Expressions have been derived for throughput and the probability generating function of transmission delay in the framework of the equilibrium point analysis. The accuracy of our model has been validated from the comparisons of theoretical results with computer simulation. Numerical results based on the IEEE 802.11b with CCK have indicated that the SCWD can achieve approximately 20% performance gain under unsaturated conditions as well as saturated ones, compared to the normal 802.11 DCF.
